JULIUS SHULMAN, 1910–2009

The career of Julius Shulman, who died of heart failure on July 15 at age 98, blossomed along with modernism itself, and with the dynamic image of California, where the American dream seemed freshest and most attainable, and where the rules of conformity seemed weakest. He loved modernism, its truth in materials and lightness, and its open embrace of the landscape, said his daughter Judy McKee, and he loved promoting the movement to a wider audience that had once been wary of it. “He lived a charmed life,” she said. Shulman, who was born in Brooklyn on October 10, 1910, died just two months shy of his 99th birthday, and—with the exception of a short-lived retirement during the rise of postmodernism, which he detested—had been continuous-ly working until the beginning of this year, when his health began to decline. In his later years he collaborated with photographer Juergen Nogai. “He completely changed our
continued on page 12

ON HIGHER GROUND

An hour into its review of the entries to Rising Tides, an ideas competition hosted by the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) to combat sea-level rise in the Bay Area, the jury was swamped. Of 130 submissions from 18 countries, 50 concepts made the initial cut. In a surprise twist, not one but six winners were selected to share the $25,000 grand prize. The winners were announced on July 14 at the San Francisco Ferry Building.

The winning entries represent three approaches to the problem of tidal rise: incremental, technological, and communicative. In the category of incremental, “Evolutionary Recovery,” by Yumi Lee and Yeon Tae Kim of San Francisco firm LANDplus Design, addresses the problem in stages: the creation of a physical barrier to protect major shoreline infrastructure; relocation of developments to newly created high ground; and adaptation of wetlands to function as natural flood barriers.

Meanwhile, Wright Huaiche Yang and J. Lee Stickles of San Francisco firm SWA Group proposed an adaptable green infrastructure in “Topographical Shifts at the Urban Waterfront.”

With a more technological intervention in mind, Craig Hartman and his team at SOM’s San Francisco office drafted the “BayArc,” a cable-reinforced membrane
continued on page 11

STATE SLASHES BILLIONS IN REDEVELOPMENT FUNDS

Budget Bummer

The California budget that Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed on July 28 was rife with spending cuts across the board, from education to health care, parks, and law enforcement. But a $2.1 billion cut to redevelopment funds—$1.7 billion for the current
continued on page 4

PORTLAND MULLS BEAUTY VS. BUDGET IN PROPOSED CROSSING

A BRIDGE NOT FAR ENOUGH

Portland, Oregon, sometimes called Bridge City, is known for its many gorgeous crossings, but it has been more than 30 years since a new span has been built across the Willamette River near downtown. That will soon change, however. With the planning of the Portland-Milwaukee Light Rail Project, which will connect the
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Woo Hoo!

On July 30, former LA city councilman and current LA city planning commissioner Michael Woo began his job as dean of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo’s College of Environmental Design. The college combines the school’s departments of architecture, art, landscape architecture, and urban and regional planning. Woo comes to the post with more public service experience than virtually any similar dean in the country. “My experience gives me a very realistic sense of what’s going on in the real world,” Woo told AN, adding that he hopes to serve as a link between the public and private sectors and the academic realm. “I want to maximize my involvement with the community, not minimize it.”

Woo has been involved in a number of the most high-profile urban policy initiatives in Los Angeles, a big reason he was selected as dean, said Provost Marten denBoer. He also gained academic experience as an adjunct professor for the USC Smart Growth America, a national coalition that supports historic preservation, the environment, open space preservation, and neighborhood revitalization.

While on the city planning commission, Woo helped launch a moratorium on new billboards and opened a review of the health effects of polluted air in residential developments near freeways. He also helped draft the city’s “Do Real Planning” principles, adopted in 2006. He served on the LA city council from 1988 to 1993. After leaving that post, he ran for mayor (he placed second). While in office, he was involved in the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan and helped plot the route of the MetroRail Red Line.

Woo also works as a consultant to ClimatePlan, a coalition of nonprofit advocacy groups, where he advises on land use changes in California to fight climate change. And he is chairman of Smart Growth America, a national coalition that supports historic preservation, the environment, open space preservation, and neighborhood revitalization.

Woo said it is too early to discuss changes in curriculum, but expressed keen interest in promoting interaction among the college’s several disciplines. The college is one of three in the state that combines architecture, landscape architecture, and planning (the other two are UC Berkeley and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo). The emphasis on creative design and curriculums for interaction and experimentation. He also said that he hopes to promote the work of the school’s little-known John T. Lyle Center for Regenerative Studies, which explores strategies like low-energy architecture, sustainable community development, biofuels, food, and water treatment.

Woo takes up his post at a difficult time. Faculty will be forced to furloughs twice a month, and he said that CSU may cut its overall budget by $350 million next year—will make a major dent in design and construction spending. What’s worse, opponents of the cuts believe they will set off a round of delays, further depressing the state’s development prospects.

“This is probably the most critical time within the state budget that is related to the capital projects architects work on,” said John Kaliski, president of the AIA’s Los Angeles chapter. “This will lead directly to architects not proceeding with work or getting started on new projects.”

The state’s 397 authorities cover 745 redevelopment areas, ranging from the Community Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles, which is losing $70 million, to the Waterford Redevelopment Agency, serving a town of 7,000 in Stanislaus County, which will be out $160,000. The neighboring town of Riverbank is losing $480,000. “That’s big money to them,” said John Shirley, executive director of the California Redevelopment Association, an advocacy group. “Riverbank is just a small, little town, and it can hardly afford to lose $480,000.”

The redevelopment authorities dole out cash raised by local property taxes to support privately developed projects deemed to serve a public benefit, which can be anything from Skid Row to adding to a new stadium. The redevelopment program has its critics, though. They say it creates more boondoggles than benefits—a 36-hole golf course in Palm Springs, for example.

Karen Chappel, director of UC Berkeley’s Center for Community Innovation, said that when it comes to deciding between building or paying welfare checks, she is inclined to slash the former. “In a way, there’s a lot fewer people hurt if you raid from redevelopment,” she said. “Some projects are good, but some are just handouts to well-connected developers.”

But agency advocates worry that the state’s economic recovery could suffer because of the cuts. According to the California Redevelopment Association, every $1 spent by the agencies is matched by $6 in private funds that then generate an additional $7 in economic activity. “It’s utterly backwards,” Shirley said. “We like to call it an anti-economic stimulus.”

Shirley noted that about 150,000 construction-related jobs have been lost over the last year, and predicted that the budget cuts will cost the design and construction industries an additional 164,000 jobs this year and 34,000 the following year. “It’s a double whammy,” he said. "MATT CHABAN"
FALLOUT

GSA’S UN PLAZA PROJECT

BRIT-HEAVY TEAM BOOTED FROM GSA’S UN PLAZA PROJECT

It seemed to counteract the spirit of the Obama Administration’s stimulus bill when one of the largest Recovery Act projects to date in San Francisco—the $121 million renovation of 50 UN Plaza for the General Services Administration (GSA)—was handed to the team of Berkeley’s ELS and Thom Mayne’s Foster + Partners. But after news of the decision circulated last month, along with criticism from competing California firms ranked by the presence of the marquee British architect, the GSA reversed course. Foster was given the boot, and on August 7 the agency awarded a $7.9 million contract to San Francisco-based Architectural Resources Group with HKI, one of the four teams on the original shortlist.

In July, the GSA had confirmed it was hammering out financial details for work on the historic federal building in the Civic Center area. The contract was set to go to ELS, which had been the historic architect for the restoration of Oakland’s Fox Theater and was the primary architect on the UN Plaza proposal, with Foster as the partner. The other finalists on the shortlist were Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and the team of Homburger + Worstell with William McDonough. The original decision came to light, Martin Bovil, vice president of development at Homburger + Worstell, whose projects include the rejuvenation of Ghirardelli Square, said what others in San Francisco were thinking: “You’d think that it would make sense to keep the money here rather than send it overseas. It’s not like you’re in Timbuktu. You have very well-qualified firms in the city with experience in San Francisco historic preservation.”

The GSA, which manages all federal buildings aside from military property, was given $5.65 billion in the stimulus package to upgrade federal office buildings, courthouses, and ports. Originally, the agency defended its decision by pointing to the Brooks Act, a federal law that states that the government must select architecture firms based on qualifications, not price. The Recovery Act does not state that design and construction work must go to American firms, only that building materials such as steel must be produced in the states. At the time, a GSA spokesperson also emphasized that the contract was still being negotiated. While the two parties may have failed to reach an agreement, it’s hard not to suspect that political pressure was a factor.

The agency’s flip-flop is the latest twist for the six-story, 350,000-square-foot, Beaux Arts UN Plaza building, designed in 1936 by Arthur Brown Jr., who was also the architect of San Francisco’s City Hall. The structure was shuttered after the new Morphosis-designed Federal Building opened in 2007. The GSA’s intent is to modernize the utilities, put in new bathrooms, and open up the interior workspaces, while leaving the historic facade, stairwells, and corridors in place.

The winning team includes 11 additional local consulting engineers and building specialists. Design work is expected to begin this month, with completion scheduled for September 2010.

LYDIA LEE
Normally, San Jose is not a place that fosters architectural quality. But when planning began for its Norman Y. Mineta Airport (SJC), city leaders sensed an opportunity for extraordinary design. Ralph Tonseth, then-director of aviation, thought this would benefit the whole city, not just airlines and passengers. He wanted, he said, a design so striking that people would argue about it in bars. While San Jose is America’s tenth-largest city, its airport ranks only 41st in passenger count. And in spite of being Silicon Valley’s airfield, SJC has a Casablanca quaintness, where some flights are boarded by leaving the terminal building, strolling on the tarmac, and climbing a portable stair to the plane door.

But that’s changing rapidly under a modernization program that will double the facility’s square footage, rationalize an ad-hoc functional and circulation pattern, and present a far more polished face to the world. When completed next year, this $1.3 billion project will appear resolved and fluid, belying an administratively complex gestation and challenging fast-track implementation. Gensler’s San Francisco office and local firm Steinberg Architects were masterplan architects and designers of the Terminal B concourse, whose first section opened on July 15. The terminal itself is being carried out by Fentress Architects and Hensel Phelps construction. That part of the project, which includes an immense 3,350-space garage, will open next year.

The current Terminal B Concourse is the central 1,600-foot portion of a 3,500-foot linear scheme that could eventually extend more than a mile if the demand warrants. This linearity, rare in airports of this scale, reflects a tight site hemmed in by a city boundary on one side and the Guadalupe River on the other. It also suggested a design approach: a long, rounded extrusion, with an elegant curvilinear exterior symbolizing a communications cable whose outer layers have been irregularly sliced and partly peeled away. Inside, the extrusion is even more consistent. The 90-foot-wide concourse is a dramatic hall of light formed by a convex east wall, a clerestory, a convex glass roof/ceiling, an outwardly slanting interior colonnade, and sweeping window walls with dramatic views of the airfield to the west.

In recent years, traffic has been declining, but the expansion is still needed and welcome. Even before the Transportation Security Administration’s colonization of public space for its screening processes, SJC was cramped and inefficient. And after 9/11, security lines often spilled out of the main hall. The current modernizations will decrease the number of flight gates until traffic growth triggers a final expansion, while increasing floor space. Terminal A is gaining long-needed space for concessions, circulation, screening, baggage handling, and curbside check-in, and naturally the Terminal B components are being built to comfortable space standards. Technical advances will allow shared use of airline gates and counters, creating efficiencies and flexibility. The new construction is LEED-certified, and features generous daylighting, integral solar shading, and a low-speed, high-volume ventilation system. An ambitious tech-themed public art program will be in place at project completion next year.

When the project was initiated, then-mayor Ron Gonzalez had clear ambitions for the airport, seeking an iconic building that conferred a sense of place and arrival that would represent San Jose the way that the Sydney Opera House embodied its city. Since then, budget deficits have led the city to trade vision for caution, but the project still stands as a testament to more aspiring, budget-rich days.
the adjacent West Hollywood building and masterplan for commissioned both a new building boom. The city rose sharply during the hiatus that went into effect when construction costs erupted since is a debate over the final design for the 780-foot span.

Led by the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet), the proposed bridge will carry light rail, buses, pedestrians, bicyclists, and possibly a streetcar while providing green zones at each end. The initial concept, put forth during the research phase, was designed by bridge architects Rosales + Partners. Entitled “The Wave,” the proposal features a hybrid structure comprising both suspension and cable-stayed systems that create an undulating profile. This system, said Rosales, softens the angular geometry of a typical cable-stayed bridge by decreasing the height of its towers. It also pays tribute to one of Portland’s most stunning spans, the St. Johns Bridge, he added.

But on May 28, the Willamette River Bridge Advisory Committee (WRBAC) deemed the Wave too costly. The committee voted instead for a cable-stayed design proposed by Donald MacDonald Architects (DMA) of San Francisco that is estimated to cost $110 million. The Wave had an estimated cost of $134 million.

The choice sparked public discussion about the city’s dismissal of aesthetic grandeur in favor of the bottom line. In a letter to TriMet and DMA dated June 10, the WRBAC stated, “The committee would like to acknowledge that a few of its members continue to support the original hybrid version.” Further debate was triggered by the newspaper story “Soaring or boring?” in The Oregonian on June 16.

Meanwhile DMA has been working to better satisfy design expectations, despite the focus on budget. On July 24, the firm presented design options for a refined cable-stayed bridge that has slightly inward-canting towers, cantilevered bike and pedestrian paths, and an emphasis on a lightness of structure. Further design development is expected to continue well into next year.

For now, TriMet project director Robert Barnard has defended the transit department’s decision by pointing out that Portland’s identity can best be found in “an understated aesthetic.” “Our goal is to deliver a bridge that embodies the Portland aesthetic and is functional and affordable,” he said.

A BRIDGE NOT FAR ENOUGH
continued from front page

The Wave, TriMet’s original bridge study designed by Rosales + Partners, featured a hybrid suspension and cable-stayed system that lowered its profile.
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ENNIS ANYONE?

In June, the Ennis House Foundation (EHF), owners of the famed Frank Lloyd Wright–designed mansion in LA’s Los Feliz neighborhood, announced that it was putting the iconic structure on the market for $15 million. The EHF stated it could not afford sufficient philanthropy to support the house’s ongoing restoration needs. The organization found that the only hope of saving the treasure from total ruin was to put it on the private market and hope for a responsible buyer.

The announcement sent a ripple of distress through the preservation community. Some complained about relinquishing the house to the private realm, while others clamored about the waste of public funds that have already gone into the building’s repair. In 2005, the EHF, the National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP), and the LA Conservancy helped fund a $6.5 million restoration of the house after it had suffered earthquake and water damage.

One particularly outspoken poster on the website Lottaliving.com put it this way: “Frankly, I’m disgusted by the sale of this property from the public sector back to the private sector. We are not just talking a typical historic building here. Millions of dollars of public funds went into the repair of this property, and it was never mentioned that the building could go back to a private owner. Like many, I donated money... and I certainly would have never done that had I known the property would be closed again to the public, which barely had time to visit the property during the short time it was open between repair campaigns.”

Ron Scherubel, executive director of the Frank Lloyd Wright Building Conservancy (WBC) acknowledged the blogger’s concerns, but also pointed out that the house has never been open to the public as a museum. The EHF has come under pressure in the past from neighbors threatening lawsuits to stop visitors and buses crowding their small, winding street. In addition, the neighborhood is not currently zoned to contain a private museum. Even if these obstacles were removed, however, the Ennis House would not be in the clear. “The financial models that work with house museums, even the best of them, would never bring in enough revenue to sustain the foundation,” said Anthea Hartig, director of the West Coast Regional Office of the NTHP and a board member of the EHF. She added that the house still requires at least $6 million more for stabilization, reconstruction, and interior work.

Hartig insists that the work that the NTHP did will not go to waste, and that historic agencies will ensure that it stays in good hands. “The trust is very proud and pleased to be part of the great work that was done,” Hartig said, adding that without the work the house would now have probably deteriorated beyond repair. Jim DeMee, president of the EHF, said that a preservation easement for the house will likely require any new owner to open the house to “some level of public access” at least a few times a year. The easement would also protect the house from any changes to the exterior or interior. The EHF board also has the right to vet potential owners. Hartig said that the real estate agents Hilton & Hyland and Dilbeck, LA affiliates of Christie’s Great Estates, would cooperate in finding a well-suited, respectful owner. And Scherubel pointed out that in general, people who buy Wright houses do so because they like architecture and are interested in protecting it.

Meanwhile, according to DeMee, the house has attracted significant interest. Noting that the foundation has had “a number of showings” on the house, he added that “there are parties that are seriously considering this property, both nationally and internationally.” While he could not name any names, he did say that none were from public institutions. DeMee said that if the Ennis House were to be sold, the proceeds would likely go toward paying off its mortgage.
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Madame Tussauds Hollywood

Times are tough, but making smart decisions with your design software doesn’t have to be. In one corner, there’s Vectorworks Architect 2009—in the other, the competition. With Vectorworks, you’ll land a killer combination of an affordable, customer-focused BIM solution with best-in-class 3D modeling and superior 2D drafting capabilities. And for the knockout punch, prices start at $1,995. For a free 30-day trial, visit us online at www.makingtheswitch.com/california or call 1-888-646-4223.

CRIT> MADAME TUSSAUDS HOLLYWOOD

RoTo Architects and the John Ash Group have broken new ground in Hollywood. The courtyard building they have just completed on a corner site adjoining the Chinese Theater may be the first piece of architecture on Hollywood Boulevard to look forward as well as back. RoTo principal Michael Rotondi grew up in LA and remembers coming here as a kid to catch a movie and hang out with friends. He wanted to recreate the feeling of sociability and spectacle he enjoyed then by designing a building that was contemporary in expression but deeply rooted in tradition and place. Happily, the owners of the site shared his vision. Larry Worchell and Steve Ullman have long had a stake in Hollywood and wanted to do the right thing. They asked RoTo to give them a signature building that would occupy only half the maximum allowable volume. In contrast to the overwhelming bulk and blank street facades of the Hollywood and Highland mall to the east, the new building is modestly scaled, and its two three-story wings frame a sizeable plaza. This public space picks up on the tradition of the Chinese and Egyptian theaters, set back behind forecourts that would serve as gathering places before a show or to accommodate a crowd for a gala premiere. The owners stayed the course for ten years as the first anchor tenant (the now-bankrupt Frederick’s of Hollywood) dropped out, and Madame Tussauds took the principal space. One can debate whether waxworks are a classier attraction than sexy lingerie, but the eponymous madame established herself in London 220 years ago, and celebrity replicas have enduring appeal, particularly in a surreal place like Hollywood. Movie stars shopped and dined on Hollywood Boulevard during its brief heyday; today’s tourists must make do with look-alikes.

The architects had to negotiate a jungle of regulations—from the gauge of handrails to street openings—while maintaining the integrity of their design. Hollywood Heritage (a bunch of nostalgia buffs who seek to preserve the past and favor historical pastiches) tried to derail the project, as they had with Hodggets + Fung’s recreation of the decrepit Hollywood Bowl. Miraculously, most essentials of the design remained unchanged, though a pedestrian arcade linking front and back was sacrificed to provide more enclosed space. Frederick’s had wanted to put its wares on view. Tussauds preferred solid walls to achieve a controlled environment, though visitors enter through roll-up glass doors, and a lofty retail space to the east is fully glazed. The solid walls are clad in gray brown zinc scales with projecting fins to create a play of shadows, and a folded screen of perforated metal spans the height difference between the two wings, tying the composition together. The main wing is tapered in plan, and clad in bowed walls of dark brick on the Orange Avenue frontage. Rotondi’s invention and Ash’s expertise in preservation fused to create a subtly modeled structure that is neutral yet has presence.

“This building is about movement,” said Rotondi, and he has provided visitors with exciting new vistas. A staircase runs up the east side and the rear wall to an overlook, and a catwalk links a rooftop party space in back to a terrace looking over the boulevard. From both these vantage points, the historic skyline of Hollywood snaps into focus, from the fanciful copper piers of the Chinese Theater to the art deco tower of the old Security Pacific Bank, the pylon atop El Capitan, and the richly modeled facade of the Hollywood Roosevelt directly across the street. From this public aerie the tawdry reality of the sidewalk and the lurid signage of Tussauds disappear and the legend of Hollywood is renewed.

Michael Webb
anchored to the sea floor that would prevent extreme tides through the principles of buoyancy and tension. Meanwhile, local firm Kuth Ranieri conceived a more dramatic solution: Its self-sustaining “Folding Water” is a ventilated levee that would create a waterfall in the bay, mechanically regulating rising sea levels on one side while maintaining delta and bay waters on the other. The husband-and-wife team is seeking funding to continue its research. “Infrastructure has an opportunity to belong to the landscape in a new way,” said Elizabeth Ranieri. “If we look at our landscape as a text that pre-exists, we can write in the margins and extend the discussion.”

The discussion, however, begins with public awareness. Derek James Hoeferlin and Ian Caine of Washington University underline this fact in their “100 Year Plan,” which advocates for a more localized policy to solve the greater water crisis. The duo is joined in the awareness campaign by Berkeley’s Thom Faulders, whose esoteric “RAYdike”—a temporary laser light barrier surrounding San Francisco—evokes a worst-case scenario. The barrier rises about 30 feet above the water and runs the course of the SF Bay shoreline, representing what an actual earthen dike might look like in the bay. According to Faulders, an earthen dike is a possible solution, no matter how insensitive to bay life it might be. RAYdike would serve as a “wake-up call for everyone to recognize the gravity of the situation in an artful way.”

As a competition, Rising Tides, too, was a wake-up call. The jury almost immediately concluded that no single idea can solve the problem of sea-level rise. “The bay itself is so complex it will require a whole toolkit of solutions,” said David Meckel, director of research and planning at California College of the Arts. He is confident that the entries will jump-start the necessary dialogue, and expects the engineering concepts of SOM and Kuth Ranieri to advance further. Though no announcements have been made by BCDC, Meckel conjectures that one or both of these winners may receive grants to continue their research. Ranieri, who is already assembling her team of scientists, engineers, and architects, is hopeful: “I see great potential in a ventilated levee that can still maintain the natural ecology,” she said. “If we can really understand how the estuary behaves, [Folding Water] has potential beyond the Bay Area—the application could work anywhere.”

In the meantime, five of the six winning teams will present their concepts at an event hosted by the San Francisco Planning and Urban Research Association (SPUR) on August 18. On September 22, BCDC’s Brad McCrea will lead a walking tour of the Bay shoreline and discuss the need to adapt waterfronts in the face of rising tides around the world. The competition winners and honorable mentions are on view at www.risingtidescompetition.com.

CHLOÉ HARRIS

BROAD HITS THE ROAD

Eli Broad’s effort to build a new museum on the corner of Wilshire and Santa Monica boulevards in Beverly Hills is looking all but kaput. Sources close to the project have told AN that Broad is looking elsewhere, while Broad—asked to submit specific plans to the Beverly Hills Planning Division for an upcoming EIR—has not communicated with the department since late April.

BILLBOARDS AWAY

On August 7, the Los Angeles city council approved a ban on new digital billboards and supergraphic signs. The unanimous vote came amid a legal challenge by an advertising company that sought to overturn a temporary moratorium on new signs, enacted while council members considered a package of new billboard regulations. A federal court was set to rule on that case late this month.

MOSS ROLLED IN HOLLYWOOD

Citing concerns over size, scale, and design, West Hollywood planners have recommended that the city planning commission deny a proposed Eric Owen Moss-designed hotel and mixed-use complex for the corner of Sunset and Doheny, at 9040 Sunset Boulevard. The 187,000-square-foot project, featuring Moss’s off-kilter floorplates and hard-edged forms, would include retail and residential space along the Sunset Strip, plus an 11-story hotel sporting a glazed curtain wall, set with floating steel panels.

WATTAGE FOR WATTS TOWERS?

The Watts Towers, the 100-foot-tall, triple-spired steel skeleton and folk art masterwork created by Simon Rodia, needs an estimated $5 million to be restored to prime condition. LA’s cultural affairs and cultural heritage officials have decided to push for a major philanthropic effort. They plan to ask the mayor to help recruit donors and activists for a nonprofit support group like those that help fund the Los Angeles Zoo and Griffith Park Observatory.

PRESIDENTIAL TYPES

The AIA Los Angeles chapter announced the winners of its 2009 Presidential awards, which will be handed out this fall. Among the honorees, Michael Rotondi won the Gold Medal, Daly Genik won firm of the year, and the LAPD Headquarters team—whose many members included AECOM Design, Roth + Sheppard Architects, Studio 0.10, and John Friedman Alice Kimm Architects—won building team of the year.

TEACHING GREEN

How best to promote green building? Education. The University of California’s Irvine Extension announced several new courses focusing on sustainability. This fall, a new program—Specialized Studies in Sustainable Buildings: Renewable Energy Management—will be introduced, and three new elective courses under the Certificate Program in Sustainability Leadership will be offered.
Many before they became renowned, and his Lautner, Pierre Koenig, Frank Lloyd Wright, among them were Richard Neutra, John and of others.”

SUMERISM, and building images of yourself in the public eye. He understood the media and con-

vinced many of Shulman’s most iconic pictures. “He was like a visual anthropologist. “Sometimes the documentation is so extensive you wonder if they needed to kick him out.”

Serrano said he was astounded at Shulman’s attention to detail. “The placement of a napkin, of a cherry, of a subliminal object was so phenomenally calculated in a matter of seconds,” he said. “He could tell you so many things with his pictures—concurrent processes were happening. He was thinking about composition and sightline and the relationships of objects to one another and to light and shadows.”

He understood how to manufacture impact, too. The famous shot of dainty girls in cocktail dresses cornered in Koenig’s glass-walled Case Study House #22, perched over the Hollywood Hills, was no accident. “He knew how to find the eye-stopper,” Serrano continued. “He believed that we were flooded with images, so it was ever more challenging to get someone to stop what they were doing to look at a photograph.”

Shulman’s photographs shaped our perception of a historical moment of optimism and progressive ideas. “It was like a portrait of an environment,” Blacksmith said. “Sontag said a photo is like a slice of time. I think he really sensed that. He took a 35mm sensibility to the large format, and created incredible moments.”

He never lost a sense of esprit in the moment, charming visitors at his house in Laurel Canyon right up to last year. He would answer his own phone, which was listed in the phone book, and he put a Porsche emblem on his walker, joking about taking the sports car out for a spin. His humor, his generosity, his ego, and his (legendary) stubbornness not only informed his pictures but made him one of the most unforgettable and sought-out characters in LA, as well as one of the town’s great social connectors.

As an avid environmentalist, Shulman spent years fighting sprawl, insensitive urban renewal, and the dominance of developer-driven architecture. He focused on photographic education later in life, supporting the foundation of the Julius Shulman Institute at Woodbury University, an archive and education center. Mostly, he enjoyed living: camping and exploring Los Angeles. “This was his city,” his daughter said. “It was very important to him what was happening and what wasn’t happening. All the clutter and sprawl. It pained him to see what his city was becoming and he fought against it all the time.”

As a chronicler of an architectural era of greatness, few could match Shulman’s keen eye, and even fewer will ever match his sheer joy in observation and life. Asked what his legacy would be years from now, McKee said she was sure of one thing: “They’ll know about him, that’s for sure.”
In keeping with the ongoing tradition of shrinking, slimming gadgets, award-winning access-floor manufacturer FreeAxez has partnered with electrical-component company Thomas & Betts to produce North America’s thinnest power/voice/data floor box to date. Nearly an inch lower than any other on the market, the new Steel City AMF-FAS Ultra-Shallow Power/Voice/Data Floor Box fits neatly into FreeAxez’s 1.6-inch-high floor, conserving space in offices, classrooms, casinos, and libraries.

A seemingly delicate new design from Access Floor Corp actually bears up to 6,000 lbs., making for one of the strongest panels in the industry. The Concrete Core Steel access-floor system’s brawn is due to a honeycomb of steel-encased concrete on its underside, which gives the raised system the solid feel and acoustics of a structural concrete floor. The floor panels are finished with a coating of epoxy paint and can be covered with materials ranging from vinyl to hardwood to cork.

At this year’s NeoCon, access-flooring company Tate rolled out four new styles of hardwood tile to complement their popular line of Concore floor panels. A natural wood laminate (3mm) over a Versacore wood veneer backer (11mm) affixes to panels of a highly controlled cement mix encased in a shell of stamped and welded steel. The rigid, solid hardwood panels combine the benefits of a concrete slab with the flexibility of modular floors, minimizing sound transmission and regulating airflow.

www.freeaxez.com

www.accessfloorcorp.com

www.tateaccessfloors.com

FLOORED

NEVER SEXY BUT IMPOSSIBLE TO IGNORE, ACCESS FLOORING HAS COME A LONG WAY, OFFERING OPTIONS FOR DATA, AIR, AND CABLE INSTALLATIONS THAT ARE SLEEKER, TOUGHER, MORE ACCOMMODATING AND MORE FLEXIBLE THAN EVER—AND EVEN EASIER ON THE EYES.

BY JULIA GALEF
completed

1. Concerto, 900 South Figueroa St.  
   Developer: Sonny Astani  
   Architect: DeStefano + Partners
2. Evo, 1155 South Grand Ave.  
   Developer: The South Group  
   Architect: GBD Architects & TVA Architects
3. Mura, 629 Traction Ave.  
   Developer: Pulte Homes  
   Architect: Togawa Smith Martin Residential
   Developer: Alliance Residential; Opus West  
   Architect: Thomas P. Cox Architects
5. Rowan Lofts, 460 South Spring St.  
   Developer: Downtown Properties  
   Architect: Killefer Flammang Architects & Dodd Mitchell Design
6. Bixel at Fifth, 1311 West 5th St.  
   Developer: Apex Realty  
   Architect: Alex Instanbullu
7. Abbey Apartments, 625 South San Pedro  
   Developer: Skid Row Housing Trust  
   Architect: Koning Eizenberg

under construction

8. The Ritz-Carlton Residences at L.A. LIVE  
   Developer: AEG; Ritz-Carlton  
   Architect: Genner
9. The Roosevelt, 727 West 7th St.  
   Developer: Millbank Real Estate Services  
   Architect: Killefer Flammang Architects
10. El Dorado Lofts, 416 South Spring St.  
    Developer: Downtown Properties  
    Architect: Rockefeller Partners Architects
11. New Carver Apartments, 1317 East 7th St.  
    Developer: Skid Row Housing Trust  
    Architect: Michael Maltzan
12. Alameda & 4th Flats, South Alameda St. & East 4th St.  
    Developer: Peklar Pilavjian  
    Architect: Vanos Architects
13. National City Bank Building Lofts, 810 South Spring St.  
    Developer: David Gray  
    Architect: David Gray Architects
14. 717 West 9th St.  
    Developer: Meruelo Maddox Properties  
    Architect: Mambo Architecture
15. The Medallion, South Main St. & East 4th St.  
    Developer: Saeed Farkhondepour; Morad Neeman  
    Architect: Milofsky, Michali & Cox
16. San Pedro Apartments, South San Pedro St. & East 2nd St.  
    Developer: The Related Companies  
    Architect: Thomas P. Cox Architects
17. Sixth Street Lofts, 1309-1333 East 6th St.  
    Developer: Howard Klein  
    Architect: Tony Bell Architecture
18. Metropolitan Lofts, 1050 South Flower St.  
    Developer: South Broadway  
    Architect: Johnson Fain
19. Broadway Exchange Lofts, West 7th St. & South Broadway  
    Developer: Broadway Exchange  
    Architect: Lucas Rios Giordano

Los Angeles

Compiled by Sam Lubell, Lydia Lee, and Elisabeth Neigert. Maps by Dustin Koda. Sources: The Mark Report, LA and SF Departments of Planning, LA Department of Building and Safety.

Site Lines:  
Mapping the downturn—and the bright spots—in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
20 Glass Tower, 1050 South Grand Ave.
   Developer: The Kalantari Group
   Architect: DeStefano + Partners

21 Metropolis, 899 Francisco St.
   Developer: LA Metropolis
   Architect: Arquitectonica; Gruen Associates

22 Figueroa Central,
   West 11 St. & South Figueroa St.
   Developer: The Moinian Group
   Architect: RTKL

23 1500 South Figueroa St.
   Developer: Sandwa
   Architect: Epstein-ISI

24 1133 South Hope St.
   Developer: Amacon Group
   Architect: Chris Dikeakos Architects

25 SB Lofts, 548 South Spring St.
   Developer: SB Properties
   Architect: N/A

26 One Santa Fe,
   South Santa Fe Ave. & East 3rd St.
   Developer: MacGregor Company
   Architect: Michael Maltzan

27 8th & Grand, 718 South Grand Ave.
   Developer: Astani Enterprises
   Architect: DeStefano + Partners

28 Herald Examiner, 1111 South Broadway
   Developer: Urban Partners; Hearst
   Architect: Morphosis; Brenda Levin

29 Grand Avenue Project,
   236 South Hope St.
   Developer: The Related Companies
   Architect: Gehry Partners

30 Park Fifth, South Olive St. & West 5th St.
   Developer: Africa Israel; Namco Capital Group; Houk Development
   Architect: KPF
The economic slowdown has sapped revitalization efforts in central Los Angeles and San Francisco, especially in the hard-hit sector of residential development. Already this year, residential construction is off by more than a quarter in LA, according to the city’s planning department. Construction financing is still almost impossible to find, several high-profile projects have been shelved, and property values have plunged. But there are signs that the downturn, while devastating, may at last be hitting bottom. While the slump has forced some developers to sell off properties at auction, prices are no longer in free fall. And while few projects are beginning construction, those nearing completion are starting to see buyers and renters come back. For instance, certain buildings were selling just five units per month late last fall, but Alan Mark, president of the Mark Company, a downtown LA developer, said he sold two dozen units in the new condo tower Evo in June.

One possible bright spot in the general gloom of the recession is that downtown districts are becoming more affordable for the middle class. Developers long set on luxury condominiums are now resorting to leasing, and turning to mid-market and affordable projects. And there are even signs that opportunity still exists for new developments: Public funds for adaptive reuse and community redevelopment projects, while in shorter supply because of falling public revenue, are still available in these tough times. In the midst of all this, buyers and renters who previously wouldn’t have dreamed of looking for homes downtown are taking advantage of good deals, low interest rates, and the federal government’s $8,000 first-time-homebuyer tax credits.

In our third annual developer’s feature, we have mapped out many of the most significant new, under-construction, and approved projects in downtown LA and SF. The picture that has emerged is a reminder that we aren’t out of the woods. Most of the big projects dreamed up during the boom times (those labeled “approved,” not “under construction”) likely won’t rise for months, or even years. Retail and commercial development is slow as well, further hampering downtown renewal. But as our survey of new development shows, there is hope for a new kind of future in these two American cities. They may not become the landscapes of unrelieved luxury that many in the real estate world expected, but the building will go on—and in some ways for the better.
AN UNLIKELY POLICY TACTIC HAS HELPED STANCH THE DEVELOPMENT DAMAGE IN LOS ANGELES: THE CITY’S 2005 ORDINANCE TARGETING SMALL LOTS, WHICH ENABLES CONDO-STYLE DEVELOPMENTS ON SMALL PARCELS THAT APPEAL TO FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYERS. IN VENICE AND NORTH HOLLYWOOD, LOS FELIZ AND CULVER CITY, THE CITY IS SEEING A MODEST GROWTH SPURT THAT MAY YET MAKE A MAJOR DIFFERENCE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING. CHRISTINA CHAN READS THE FINE PRINT.

SMALL LOTS, BIG DEAL
Several years ago, Los Angeles’ principal city planner Jane Blumenfeld approached David Reddy of R & D Architects about a Venice condominium project he had designed. Though condos, the units were conceived as freestanding houses with generous provisions for light and air. Blumenfeld was interested in using the project as an example of what might be possible under a new ordinance then in the works.

That first draft became what is known as the City of Los Angeles Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance. Passed in 2005, the ordinance has created a unique housing option that is neither a traditional single-family home nor a condominium. The law allows architects and developers to subdivide an existing commercial or multifamily lot into smaller parcels, and build properties that from the ground up essentially have their own foundations, walls, and roofs.

These hybrid homes provide an alternative to condominium or apartment living that is still more affordable than single-family residences in the same neighborhood. Instead of the homeowner association dues that come with condominium ownership, small lot buyers have the benefit of fee-simple ownership in exchange for adherence to restrictions that typically prohibit owners from painting their home a particular color, for instance, or significantly altering the building’s exterior. The upshot is changing the residential face of LA—and offering a rare dose of optimism for the city’s developers and architects.

Now that the first crop of nearly a dozen properties has sold, projects are beginning to dot the map from Venice to Sherman Oaks to Eagle Rock, and everywhere in between. According to Ric Abramson of Workplays, these homes are well suited to both first-time homebuyers and those who want the benefits of homeownership without the hassles of property upkeep.

Many of these developments sport a decidedly modern aesthetic with clean, geometric exterior forms and open floor plans with lofty interiors. Sustainability is another common thread, incorporating green building materials, natural light and ventilation, and high-efficiency HVAC systems.

While the program can be a boon for homebuyers, it poses its share of challenges for architects. According to Reddy, small lot projects have very different kinds of design challenges than do condominiums, even though the two types of projects are alike in many ways. “Each small lot property is considered separately,” he said. “And it requires working through the different and sometimes competing agendas between planning and building and safety.”

And others note that small lot projects are hardly immune from the economic downturn. Derek Leavitt, of the newly formed architecture firm Modative, has worked on a handful of small lot projects and calls the current economic climate a double-edged sword. Dropping real estate values have caused two of his firm’s small lot projects to stall—the seven-unit Faye Avenue Art District Dwellings and the six-unit Venice Boulevard Urban Dwellings. But the long term may provide more opportunities in this market niche, he said. “As land prices and construction costs continue to drop, it makes small lot subdivision projects more feasible.”

Michael Pinto, design principal of Osborn Architects, has also contended with shifting economic realities while trying to navigate the approval process. Developers purchased land for Osborn’s Cumpston project with the intent to create five separate units for sale. But city officials determined that the site was fit for only four units, a decision Pinto is attempting to appeal. “The financial feasibility of four is sketchy in this economy,” Pinto said. “We’re pushing for five.”

The full impact of the small lot ordinance remains to be seen. Despite the small number of projects in the pipeline, Reddy thinks it has the potential to significantly reshape housing in Los Angeles. “These projects change the densities in neighborhoods,” he said. But, he added, “It doesn’t increase it to the extent one would have with conventional condominium projects or apartment buildings.”

So what’s next on the horizon? Ocean breezes and sandy beaches might soon be going hand-in-hand with some upcoming small lot projects. Gail Goldberg, the city’s director of planning, is working on a policy initiative that would allow for increased density along the Los Angeles coast, and small lot projects could well become a component of such coastal-area upzoning.

Some believe that even if small lot numbers could reach five to ten percent of residential neighborhoods, it would make a big difference in keeping the city affordable—and in style. “It’s an attractive choice for some people who are looking for housing,” Abramson said.

FREELANCE WRITER CHRISTINA CHAN IS BASED IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
CTBUH 2009
Chicago Conference, 22-23 October

New challenges in a world of global warming and recession

Speakers Include:

His Excellency Mohamed Ali Alabbar, Emaar
Arthur Gensler, AIA President Elect / Heller Manus
Clark Manus, John Portman & Associates
John Portman, AS A.G. Architecture
Dan Probst, Jones Lang LaSalle
Adrian Smith, Thornton Tomasetti
Richard Tomasetti, AS + GG
Eric Trump, The Trump Organization
Carol Willis, Skyscraper Museum New York

Technical Tours:

Aqua Tower, Blue Cross Blue Shield Headquarters, John Hancock Center, Legacy at Millennium Park, One Museum Park West, Trump International Hotel & Tower

Welcome Reception:

Trump International Hotel & Tower

Conference / Awards Dinner:

S. R. Crown Hall, Illinois Institute of Technology

Promotional Partners:

McGraw Hill Construction

For more information and to register go to the conference website at:
http://ctbuh2009.ctbuh.org
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Dabi Nowak-Hawkes
Portraits in Oil and Charcoal
Buenaventura Gallery
700 East Santa Clara St.,
San Jose
www.buenaventuragallery.org

**SUNDAY 27**

**EXHIBITION OPENINGS**

Luis Molendos
Master of the
Spanish Still Life
Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art
5905 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles
www.lacma.org
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Myron Conen Dyal
Billy Shire Fine Arts
5790 Washington Blvd.,
Culver City
www.billyshirearts.com
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5:00 p.m.
Art After Hours
WITH THE KIDS
Pasadena Museum of California Art. Taken during the height 

**BRIAN FORREST**

**BENNY CHAN**
Frank Gehry has made a dizzying ascent from disparaged outsider to the pinnacle of success. Yet some skeptics remain unconvinced, and the snipers are still busy. MIT’s Stata Center leaking, reflections off Disney Hall overheating neighboring apartments, the scales of the Bilbao Guggenheim becoming discolored: Let’s pillory the architect. This is a country that glorifies and resents celebrity in equal measure. No sooner has someone been put on a pedestal than a faction wants to pull him down. Frank Lloyd Wright was so convinced of his superiority that he shrugged off every attack. Gehry has worked hard to overcome his insecurities, but they simmer just below the surface. That makes a frank conversation with Frank unusually revealing, and few have done it better than arts reporter Barbara Isenberg.

For anyone who has followed Gehry’s career over the past 45 years or heard him confess his fears and frustrations, there are few surprises in this tantalizingly brief oral history. What makes it so compelling—to readers and a future biographer—is the immediacy of the narrative. Even the familiar stories—inevitably including the carp in the bathtub—sound fresh, and there are sharp insights on the creative process, the business of architecture, the diffusion of computer software, and the dynamics of working with clients. Isenberg deftly introduces each thematic section to provide a chronological account of a roller-coaster practice. She puts you in his office as Gehry does a lightning sketch to illustrate an idea, hunts for papers on a cluttered desk—or wanders off to ask a colleague for the name of an artist he has forgotten. You share his humiliation as he recalls how guests at a smart dinner party expressed contempt for his work and a waitress tipped a dish of battery vegetables over his new suit. And you can exult with him as he learns that he has defied conventional wisdom and won the competition to design Disney Hall.

Such dramatic moments will enliven the biopic—starring Brad Pitt, perhaps?—to be made after his death, but for now Gehry is very much alive and hyperactive, despite the hold on several high-profile projects. These conversations reveal the range and depth of his artistry and the fierce determination that has propelled him forward. They explore his understanding of art and the inspiration he has derived from artists as disparate as Hieronymus Bosch, Claes Slutter, and Robert Coombs. Gehry recalls the installations he has done for exhibitions at the LA County Museum of Art and the way that experience fed into his acclaimed art museums. “There’s no such thing as a neutral environment,” he asserts in one interview. “The white box has a pristine quality that most art can’t live up to.”

“You can design dumb, simple buildings that you know people will understand and like, and that seems to me talking down,” Gehry tells Isenberg. For years he worked under the radar in LA, but he insists that from the time he launched his practice in 1962, he never took on a job he didn’t want to do. “I pride myself that I run a tight ship,” he says. “I pride myself that I run a tight ship.” He never took on a job he didn’t want to do. “I pride myself that I run a tight ship,” he says. “I pride myself that I run a tight ship.”

Barry Diller, the Hollywood studio head turned entrepreneur who commissioned the IAC Building in New York, offers a succinct verdict on Gehry. “He’s not expensive.” Barry Diller, the Hollywood studio head turned entrepreneur who commissioned the IAC Building in New York, offers a succinct verdict on Gehry. “He’s not expensive.” Barry Diller, the Hollywood studio head turned entrepreneur who commissioned the IAC Building in New York, offers a succinct verdict on Gehry. “He’s not expensive.” Barry Diller, the Hollywood studio head turned entrepreneur who commissioned the IAC Building in New York, offers a succinct verdict on Gehry. “He’s not expensive.”

Los Angeles-based writer Michael Webb is a frequent contributor to AN.
The domination of glass as the material for architectural expression since the middle of the last century is evident in a comparison of Manhattan’s skyline today with a photograph of the same before 1952. That year marks the completion of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s Lever House on Park Avenue, the first all-glass curtain wall exterior in midtown Manhattan. A glass curtain wall exterior on Park Avenue, the first all-glass curtain wall exterior in midtown Manhattan. A

By 1981, before it and Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky’s influential essay “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal” from 1964. Each essay mines the various properties of glass and its effects, from its manufacture and structural properties to the material’s varying degrees of transparency. What the essays make up for in variety they lack in breadth of investigation, merely scratching the surface, as it were, of the myriad theoretical and practical issues surrounding the material. The same can be said about the projects and technical papers that follow, and this deficiency is a reflection of the symposium format and its regurgitation of book form, more than the result of individual contributions. A wide range of material is presented in the book and the companion DVD that features symposium highlights, but it is far from a complete picture. Each paper can be seen as a starting point or provocation for the reader’s continued investigation elsewhere.

Preceding these chapters is a brief portfolio of the buildings of SANAA, the collaboration between Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa, the former giving the symposium’s keynote lecture. Their 2006 Glass Pavilion at the Toledo Museum of Art in Ohio sets a benchmark for the current apotheosis and future potential of glass in architecture, an embodiment of the considerations of the last century in a decidedly 21st-century idiom. The design minimizes structure to the extent that the floor-to-ceiling spans of frameless, laminated glass seem to hold up the roof; sophisticated mechanical balancing and daylighting systems allow this single material to predominate; and numerous curved glass corners creates reflections, refractions, and layers to become, as Beatriz Colonia describes, “optical devices without any visible mechanisms” (where the viewer is suspended in the view itself). Most uniquely, where editor Michael Bell and others point out the importance of insulated glazing units (IGUs) in facades, the Glass Pavilion expands these double layers to the scale of the building itself. Individual rooms defined by glass walls are held apart, with the inaccessible cavity space acting as a thermal buffer and becoming “the real space of the project,” again in Colonia’s words.

SANAA’s pavilion is a perfect manifestation of the book’s title phrase, the merging of the technical and the phenomenal aspects of glass. Research and engineering allow the material’s exploitation in the design, while the pavilion’s spatial experiences are unanticipated by the material’s technical input. Engineered Transparency provides a decent theoretical and technical background for a contemporary understanding of glass, one that leaves few areas unexplored, if only provisionally so.
THE LE CORBUSIER CODE
continued from page 22 to cosmic references to the Annunciation, Assumption, and Coronation of the Virgin Mary. There seems to have been a conscious triple entendre that wove building form, program, and esoteric intent. This drama is unique when compared to the conventional wisdom on this building’s genius, and it brought up new questions, at least within the mainstream, on the nature of Le Corbusier’s work.

In the book Le Corbusier and the Occult, Dr. Jan K. Birksted has a tenacious fascination with the narrative of Le Corbusier’s life and the history of his evolving relationship with the occult. Birksted develops an in-depth link between his social history and his associations with secret societies, Freemasonry, Pythagoreanism, and other mystic traditions. Largely obtained from archival research of new documents from undiscovered and local sources, this work posits that the formative experiences of Charles-Édouard Jeanneret’s childhood in La Chaux-de-Fonds, his birthplace in the Swiss Jura, was a powerful influence on the synthetic fusion of these esoteric preoccupations and his self-reinvention and subsequent practice in Paris. The Loge L’Amitié, the Masonic lodge, was the genesis of his ideas as an embodiment of the “rectitude” and “exactitude” of the emblematic Masonic symbol and the Imago Mundi (horizontal plane representing physicality) and Axis Mundi (vertical axis representing transcendence). Replete with circumstantial evidence, the book gives reason to believe that Le Corbusier’s personal cosmology was a plausible appropriation and possible fabric of intention to his architecture. Despite these discoveries, the degree to which Le Corbusier himself was interested in a public revelation is unclear. He was discriminating in his self-image, and careful about the morphology of his ideas. Le Corbusier credited occult capacities to himself, yet did not belong to any occult group. In any event, the canons of the occult are (supposedly) secret.

Birksted’s book serves as a scholarly addition to the understanding of Le Corbusier and the importance of his diverse work and continuing influence. As others have said, and I agree, Birksted’s writing is an acquired taste. It is interesting sometimes, slack at others. It wanders off path, stranding the reader with irrelevant facts, voluminous quotations, tangential anecdotes, and lengthy endnotes. The graphic images are often weak. I would have liked to see more in-depth analysis of esoteric concepts and practices directly related to Le Corbusier’s work. The book is, however, refreshing in its delivery of new material on Le Corbusier, which for 50 years has been predictable and repetitious. The book meticulously traces the unraveling of Le Corbusier’s private, social, and professional interests as they informed his arcane pursuits. The focus on his early life gives a better picture of the architect and his syncretic purposefulness in the context of his later architectural works. Birksted’s material is significant, and he has provided a rigorous contribution to the theoretical discourse in architecture as well as an impetus for continued investigation. The pseudonym “Le Corbusier” means “the raven-like one,” which seems a fitting association of cunning and intelligence, cloaked here in supernatural speculations. Le Corbusier and the Occult reveals the complex, comprehensive, and clandestine nature of Le Corbusier’s architecture—a place for dwelling, and a temple for man.

PHILLIP TABB IS A PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE AT TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY.

THE WORLD’S SLIMMEST SIGHTLINES.

The 3/4” profile Vitrocsa sliding and pivoting system. Absolutely nothing else compares. Proven and tested since 1993, with over 25,000 Vitrocsa units installed in over 20 countries.
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These revolutionary components allow shower doors and panels to be installed without any costly cuts. All situations can be realized, from large panels and double doors, to corner entrances and even 360° enclosures.
How can better design ensure that food grown by local farmers is delivered and distributed to urban residents?

Redesign Your Farmers’ Market

Winning designs will be featured in upcoming issues of GOOD and The Architect’s Newspaper.

A CONTEST SPONSORED BY:
GOOD | The Architect’s Newspaper | The Urban & Environmental Policy Institute | The Los Angeles Good Food Network

Winners will be announced and exhibited at 30 Years & Growing.

SEPTEMBER 3, 2009, 10AM - 2PM
Little Tokyo-Arts District
Farmers’ Market at City Hall
1st and Spring St.
Downtown Los Angeles

More information at:
www.locallygrownla.com

DO YOU THINK YOU CAN?
“ The Little Engine That Can”
by Morris Architects, 2008 winner of “Best Use of Labels”

Event:
canstructionLA
Location:
The inaugural exhibition at the new A+D Museum
Date:
Oct. 7 – 25, 2009

Get on the fast track to fight hunger, sign up at canstructionLA.com
POST DUCTILITY METALS IN ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING
THE THIRD COLUMBIA CONFERENCE ON ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS
AVERY HALL, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND PRESERVATION
SEPTEMBER 30—OCTOBER 2, 2009 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK

The expanding list of participating architects, engineers, historians and theorists includes:
Paola Antonelli, Phillip Anzalone, Michael Bell, David Benjamin, Roberto Bicchiarelli, Beatriz Colomina, John Fernandez, Kenneth Frampton, Laurie Hawkins, Juan Herreros, Steven Holl, Keith Kaseman, Sanford Kwinter, Sylvia Lavin, Mark Malekshahi, Ronald Mayes, Rory McGowan, Detlef Mertins, Christian Meyer, Ana Miljacki, Toshiko Mori, Jorge Otero-Pailos, Theo Prudon, Jesse Reiser, Leslie Robertson, Hilary Sample, Hans Schober, Matthias Schuler, Craig Schwitter, Felicity Scott, Werner Sobek, Galia Solomonoff, Man-Chung Tang, Heiko Trumpf, Nanako Uemoto, George Wheeler, Mark Wigley and Mabel Wilson

Convened by:
The Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation in collaboration with The Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science at Columbia University in the City of New York

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO RESERVE A SEAT: WWW.ARCH.COLUMBIA.EDU/POSTDUCTILITY

WEEC returns to nation’s capital in 2009!
November 4-6, 2009
Washington Convention Center
Washington, DC

The Association of Energy Engineers (AEE) is pleased to bring the World Energy Engineering Congress (WEEC) back to Washington, DC for 2009. In its 32nd year, the WEEC is one of the most important energy events of national & international scope for end users and energy professionals in all areas of the energy field.

The WEEC conference and expo target market’s most promising new technologies and services, including such topics as:

- Energy Management
- Integrated Building Automation
- Combined Heat & Power
- Cogeneration / Distributed Generation
- Lighting Efficiency
- Industrial Energy Strategies
- LEED
- Fortune 500 Showcase
- Green Collar Economy
- Energy Policy Regulatory Changes
- Solar & Fuel Cell Technologies
- Smart Grid
- Carbon Reduction
- Energy Auditing

WEEC’s highly acclaimed GreenStreet® expo showcase, co-presented by the U.S. EPA’s ENERGY STAR®, addresses the interests and needs of the large number of U.S. government professionals and private sector managers who traditionally attend. You can examine firsthand the latest green, sustainable, renewable & environmentally friendly energy – facility technologies now available for both new design and retrofit projects.

November 4-6, 2009 • Washington Convention Center • Washington, DC • www.energycongress.com • 770-447-5083
The Future ofPrefab

Now that Marmol Radziner has also shut their factory, do you think the model of architect-as-manufacturer is untenable? The model may need to be rethought, but it was the right thing to do at the time. When I started out, factories didn’t want to work with me. They didn’t think anyone would want what we were proposing, and they were just used to building standard crap. Once we had the experience of running our own factory, we became much better factory partners, because we could say, “Look, this is possible.” We couldn’t approach them just as naive architects, but with a depth of knowledge, an understanding of the technology and manufacturing, that we could have true conversations. And that takes a while. So the unfortunate thing about the closing of MKD is that we were just starting to have those discussions with more factories.

It seems like the companies that make traditional prefabs are starting to take a page out of your playbook. What do you think of Warren Buffett’s company, Clayton Homes, and its $100,000 I-House with the butterfly roof? I think it’s a great legitimization of the idea of green prefab, and it got a lot of press. But I haven’t seen it in person, so I don’t know if it feels like a solid, quality structure.

There’s a huge difference between the standards for manufactured homes, which is what Clayton Homes produces, and modular homes, which is what the Marmol factory and ours produced. There’s still this idea out there that if your home comes out of a factory, it’s going to be a trailer home. But modular homes are built to the same code as site-built houses.

Bringing the price down for modern prefab is such a challenge. How do you think we’ll crack that nut? When we had our factory, it was tough to get price points down just doing one and two at a time. And with the current unpredictability in securing a home loan, that uncertainty really doesn’t fit well with the requirements of a factory. When you’re doing 20 at one time, that’s when the price points start to get very interesting. That’s part of the reason I’m very interested in working on communities, like the one in Denver.

Tell us about that project. For Aria Denver, I’m working with Susan Powers of Urban Ventures. She’s one of these developers that really believes in quality vs. quantity, and sees this new development as the future. It’s going to have a mix of affordable and market-rate housing, and the plan is to take advantage of its proximity to Regis University and make it a lifetime learning community, diverse in income and age and background. We’re looking at community gardens and alternative energy. There’s going to be 106 houses total, and the first phase, which is eight homes, was just installed last week.

This phase was designed specifically for a group of nuns, so seven of the eight homes are townhouse units, but the eighth home will be more of a shared group space and has a particularly big kitchen. All of the homes face one another, with living rooms that open to a shared courtyard. In other parts of the community, we’re designing homes where there are sliding fences, so if you decide you want to have a barbecue with your neighbor, you can open the walls between the two backyards and have one big space. We’re looking at different ways design can help cultivate community.
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